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Abstract

Intelligent transportation systems are designed to provide innovative applica-

tions and services relating to traffic management, as well as to facilitate the

access to information for other systems and users. The compelling motivation

for employing underutilized onboard resources for transportation systems and

the advancements in management technology for Cloud computing resources has

promoted the concept of Vehicular Clouds. This work gathers and describes the

most recent approaches and solutions for Vehicular Clouds, featuring applica-

tions, services, and traffic models that can enable Vehicular Cloud in a more

dynamic environment. We have considered a large number of applications and

services that showed relevance in the scope of the transportation system, ben-

efiting its management, drivers, passengers, and pedestrians. Nevertheless, the

high traffic mobility imposes as a significant challenge in implementing a Ve-

hicular Cloud on continually changing physical resources. The dynamics of the

environment bring fundamental issues and increase the complexity of building

this new type of Cloud. By analyzing the existing traffic models, we found that

Vehicular Cloud computing is technologically feasible not just in the static en-

vironment, like a parking lot or garage where vehicles are stationary, but also

the dynamic scenarios, such as highways or streets where vehicles move.
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1. Introduction

The automotive industry has been showing revolutionary changes lately, in-

vesting in the incorporation of more technological features in vehicles, as well as

allowing drivers to access sophisticated smart vehicles for daily use. Any typical

current vehicle is considered a computer-on-wheels because it comes equipped5

with a powerful onboard computer, large-capacity storage device, sensitive ra-

dio transceivers, collision radars, and a GPS device. At the same time, Cloud

computing [1] has presented fast-paced advancements that have allowed it to

support built dynamic Clouds in mobile environments.

The flexibility that Cloud has introduced for the on-demand provision of re-10

sources and services over the Internet has allowed it to be recognized as a public

utility [2]. For instance, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) has

become the largest provider of dynamic compute capacity in the Cloud. This

growth is justified by the increasing interest of businesses into elastically and

scalably renting Cloud services, platforms, or software instead of building and15

maintaining their data centers [3]. Consequently, these allied interests further

advance the development of Cloud computing, which introduces a pay-as-you-go

model, scalability, resources on demand, virtualization technology, and Quality

of Service (QoS) as its key features. The accelerated interests in its versatility

have made Cloud computing the major technological trend in IT, with mas-20

sive investments and corporate efforts to migrate their business into this new

paradigm.

The benefits and challenges in the field have motivated several germinal

works, promoting the introduction of a Vehicular Cloud framework [4]. This

initial work abstracts the current issues and classifies the solutions as a matter25

of leveraging on the underutilized vehicular resources, such as network con-

nectivity, computational power, storage, and sensing capability, which can be
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shared with vehicle owners. Furthermore, this framework is expected to enable

business models to aggregate resources and rent them to potential consumers,

similarly to the traditional Cloud infrastructure.30

In this context, a vehicular Cloudlet has been presented, which consists of a

group of vehicles that can share resources through vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) com-

munication, vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication, or even vehicle-to-

everything (V2X) communication. As depicted in Figure 1, a vehicular Cloudlet

can be established in the road environment (mobile Cloudlet), which consists of35

moving vehicles, or on a parking lot (static Cloudlet), which is relatively station-

ary and formed by parked vehicles [5, 6]. Consequently, each kind of Cloudlet

suits a range of different Vehicular Cloud services, which might be dependent on

the degree of the mobility and dynamic alterations on the disposition of Cloud

elements. As examples of suitability, the highway scenario introduces very high40

mobility and promotes a mobile vehicular Cloudlet ideal for data dissemination

services. On the other hand, vehicles waiting in still urban traffic might form a

Vehicular Cloud that can well serve the execution of traffic management appli-

cations, which may identify solutions to alleviate traffic congestion. In an even

more static situation, the Cloudlet composed of static parked vehicles proves to45

be relatively stable environment for computing tasks and storing data, providing

resources for traditional Cloud services.

Evolved from Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network (VANET), Vehicular Cloud Com-

puting (VCC) has been receiving increasing attention. VCC is a very appealing

technology due to its features and capabilities in supporting a series of novel,50

relevant, or sensitive applications. Additionally, VCCs are designed to initiate

objectives that directly match everyday transportation needs, such as enabling

computational services at low cost to authorized users, reducing traffic conges-

tion, and implementing services to improve road safety. This work is intended

as a reference to provide an extensive study the most recent VCC works, aim-55

ing to introduce a better understanding of the principles of Vehicular Cloud

Computing mechanisms.

As depicted in Figure 2, the existing techniques are classified according to
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Figure 1: Vehicular Cloudlets in Static and Dynamic Scenarios

their contributions for enabling the construction of Vehicular Cloud Computing.

These techniques are identified as an aggregation of two paradigms: Vehicular60

Networks and Cloud Computing. Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks mostly develop

from Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs), in which the real communication

among networking nodes is a single hop or multi-hop based. Besides that,

VCC has emerged from Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC), where the primary

concern consists of reaching traditional Cloud services that supplied through an65

infrastructure, similar to the access to telecommunications and other data-based

services.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes

the architecture and applications of VANETs. Section 3 provides a brief intro-

duction of traditional Cloud Computing and its key services. Section 4 offers70

an overview of Mobile Cloud Computing, which has similar features to the Ve-

hicular Cloud. Section 5 discusses the taxonomy, architecture, services, and
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Figure 2: Paradigm Evolution towards Vehicular Cloud Computing.

applications of the Vehicular Cloud. Section 6 focuses on presenting the exist-

ing traffic models, which estimate the number of computing resources in the

dynamic vehicular environment. Finally, Section 8 briefly summarizes the work75

and presents remarks for future research directions.

2. Vehicular Networks

On a daily basis, modern big cities face chronic transportation problems in-

cluding slow traffic flow, traffic congestion, and emergencies caused by accidents.

An increase in the number of vehicles has caused a growth of complexity in al-80

lowing proper traffic management and tackling transportation issues. The steep

rise in the traffic volume has led cities to unsafe scenarios, unpleasant driving

experiences, and unsustainable urban conditions. Usually, traffic services do not

issue notifications of congestion status with enough time for preventive actions,

which is worsened by the current transportation infrastructure lacking in traffic85

safety and efficiency. Transportation management systems have improved with
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the introduction of additional lanes in highways and a reduction in the number

of traffic signs to enable a more fluid flow of vehicles. Nevertheless, such ap-

proaches provide a temporary solution and are ineffective for targeting the core

urban issues.90

On the other hand, several recent technological advancements have empow-

ered the implementation of various traffic management services and driving

applications, such as accurate control of traffic flow, cooperative monitoring of

traffic, and detection of traffic hazards. All services and applications depend

on, or can benefit from, the concept of connected vehicles, which cooperatively95

propagate and disseminate information. VANETs’ design has been inspired

by Mobile Ad-hoc Networks [7]; investments in this vehicular communication

paradigm is a reflection of the constant growth in popularity with advance-

ments in technologies, solutions, and support to a wide range of applications.

Vehicular Networks primarily incorporate Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-100

to-Infrastructure (V2I), as well as Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communication

strategies [8, 9, 10, 6].

Several initiatives have dedicated significant efforts in to employ Vehicular

Networks to tackle unfortunate and unpredictable traffic hazards and counter

unpleasant driving events [11]. These issues pertinent to transportation have105

implications for solving problems in adequately disseminating and collecting

real-time data [12]. Since these new networks have enabled a unique commu-

nication environment for Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), Vehicular

Networks currently extend this context to primarily involve safety, privacy and

security interests.110

2.1. Architecture of Vehicular Networks

Figure 3 presents a general architecture for VANETs and illustrates possible

communication scenarios. V2V and V2I communication strategies are depicted

in the figure, demonstrating the use of Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment

(WAVE). The common communication strategies in Vehicular Networks are115

listed as follows:
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• Vehicle-to-Everything. V2X comprises the transfer of data between a vehi-

cle and any other element provided with networking capabilities, including

any element involved in this communication [13]. This vehicular commu-

nication method is general and includes other specific approaches, such120

as V2I, V2V, Vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P), Vehicle-to-device (V2D), and

Vehicle-to-grid (V2G).

• Vehicle-to-Vehicle. V2V consists of communications among vehicles in ad-

hoc mode [14]. The communication is made possible through multi-hop

transmissions of vehicles that are in range, and it supports the valuable125

transmission of traffic-related messages, such as road status, driving con-

ditions, and traffic accidents.

• Vehicle-to-Infrastructure. V2I represents the communications between

vehicles and fixed network infrastructures for the exchange of informa-

tion [14]. These communications, in most cases, involve the access of130

external networks, such as the Internet or any traditional Cloud service,

through RSUs and gateways. The communication links provided in V2I

introduce better security, but the bandwidth they demand is higher than

for V2V links.

The spectra of the 5.9 GHz frequency band have been allocated for the135

Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC) protocol to foster the imple-

mentation and allow the operation of V2V communications [15]. Onboard units

(OBU), roadside units (RSU), and certification authorities (CA) are the prin-

cipal components that constitute the environment of Vehicular Networks, con-

sidered core parts of their architecture.140

• Onboard Unit. OBU is present in every single vehicle; it is responsible

for collecting provided data and can later be used by applications and

services. Embedded with a set of sensors, as well as other pieces of equip-

ment, OBU aggregates information about the position, speed, and accel-

eration/deceleration of a vehicle, and it communicates the data to other145
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vehicles or RSUs. This component also receives messages, being capable

of verifying them, processing tasks, and avoiding security attacks.

• Road-side Unit. RSU is an essential communication component that al-

lows communication with network infrastructure. This unit is in a fixed

location and is in charge of collecting and disseminating data that might150

be related to traffic status, such as accidents ahead, nearest parking spots,

gas stations, and length of a traffic queue. To be capable of executing its

functions, an RSU presents at least one networking interface that connects

it to the Internet and to short-range wireless communication. In this way,

the component works a gateway that allows vehicles to access network155

infrastructure, enabling Internet connections and access to services. Also,

an RSU can serve as a monitoring endpoint that collects information from

roads and vehicles [5], so it is usually mounted along the road and inter-

sections, assisting with traffic coordination.

• Certification Authority. CA is responsible for preventing security issues in160

Vehicular Networks [16]. This component is aware of the nearby vehicles,

and it provides entity validation and assessment on information sources

when receiving messages. A CA is a fully trusted party in the environ-

ment and is crucial for Vehicular Networks. In the architecture, commonly

trusted entities serve as CAs, such as the municipal transportation depart-165

ment.

2.2. Comparison of Vehicular Networks and MANET

Vehicular Networks consist of an extension from MANETs, representing a

subclass that focuses on the vehicular environment [17]. In the broad context of

MANETs, RSUs and OBUs communicate in an ad-hoc domain where the RSUs170

are static, fixed nodes and OBUs are mobile nodes. With communications

enabled through the IEEE 802.11p protocol, some particularities distinguish

the vehicular context:
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Figure 3: General Architecture of Vehicular Networks.

• Every packet transmission in the ad-hoc network is limited by coverage

distance. A wireless node can only transmit data to and through its neigh-175

boring nodes, which forward packets beyond its coverage. Consequently,

nodes in MANETs mostly need ad-hoc routing protocols for communicat-

ing, such as on-demand routing, table-driven routing, and hybrid rout-

ing. However, MANET Routing protocols are not suitable for Vehicular

Networks since they cannot cope with the fast-changing ad-hoc network180

topology.

• The number of nodes composing a Vehicular Network is considerably larger

than in MANET. Urban scenarios are composed of many vehicles, con-

sidering that every vehicle represents a single mobile node. Usually, as a

matter of simplification, the Vehicular Network area is divided into smaller185

regions, allowing the design of protocols, services, and applications that

better suits the local singularities. Stationary RSUs, which serve as a

communication gateways, interconnect these regions.
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• The topology of the Vehicular Networks is defined according to the layout

of the road network and traffic conditions. In contrast to descriptions190

from MANETs, vehicles do not move arbitrarily in a region; existing road

segments and traffic regulations, such as stops, traffic lights, and road

directions, delimit vehicle routes. This urban traffic topology increases

the predictability of mobile nodes in Vehicular Networks when compared

with the MANET nodes.195

• Functional lifespan of MANET nodes is restrictive. Power consumption is

a significant concern for the design of effective solutions. In most cases of

applications and services, throughput is compromised due to the limita-

tions of energy capacity, creating bottlenecks in the system and requiring

communication alternatives. On the other hand, Vehicular Networks con-200

tain nodes known as OBUs that are not prone to power limitations, as

well as storage, since vehicles include batteries that supply enough power

to support all needed computational and communication tasks.

• OBU is capable of performing sophisticated and more complex computa-

tion tasks. Without power restrictions, an OBU can receive relatively205

computation-intensive processes, introducing opportunities for implement-

ing advanced services and applications.

• Vehicular Networks are mostly ephemeral [18]. Nodes in Vehicular Net-

works present high mobility because vehicles move fast on roads; this cre-

ates a network topology that changes constantly, and connectivity might210

benefit from the opportunism of peers and communication ranges [19].

Mobility is the most significant characteristic of Vehicular Networks and

is its notable main difference against MANETs. Traffic of vehicles pre-

dominately dictates the distribution density of nodes. In this case, mo-

bility analyses must account for behavioral factors; for instance, density215

is higher during rush hour and lower during night time. Also, speed and

direction, major factors that constitute the movement of vehicles, are by

some means considered unpredictable, causing very short connection time
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among vehicles. Thus, the design of algorithms, protocols, and systems

for such networks must consider mobility as a vital factor.220

2.3. Vehicular Network Applications

Massive interest and efforts to explore Vehicular Networks in traffic environ-

ments have generated numerous applications for a vast set of purposes. Such

applications fit into three main classes [20, 16, 21]:

• Applications for road safety. The context of these applications focuses on225

making use of the communication capabilities that Vehicular Networking

introduces as an enabler to provide critical messages. These messages can

support hazard notifications, collision avoidance, and warnings, which can

provide information about harsh weather conditions for the sake of road

safety and traffic accident reduction.230

• Applications for traffic efficiency. The design of these applications aims

to aid drivers and the transportation management system. They provide

means for better working with the road, assisting decision-making during

driving, and complementing decision processes with additional informa-

tion. For instance, applications can assist in warning about the possibility235

of traffic jams, detecting vehicles that are queuing up, or overtaking other

vehicles.

• Applications for passenger comfort. These value-added applications pri-

oritize the comfort of driver and passengers. They are designed to make

vehicular trips more pleasant by providing onboard services, such as In-240

ternet access, messaging, and infotainment.

3. Cloud Computing

In past years, exceptional advancements have been made in Cloud Com-

puting (CC) thanks to technological advancements in computing and network-

ing [22, 23, 24]. Cloud Computing presented a paradigm shift in the global245
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information technology (IT) industry. Based on [25], CC is defined as a model

for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool

of configurable computing resources, such as networks, servers, storage, applica-

tions, and services, which can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal

management effort or service provider interaction. CC has introduced several250

novel characteristics for distributed computing solutions when compared to tra-

ditional local systems:

• CC presents on-demand provisioning of computational resources, storage,

and IT services. It has infinite computing resources available to users;

consequently, users are not necessarily required to plan for the supply of255

physical resources;

• Users have the opportunity to rent services and resources according to

their requirements at a given moment. CC can offer flexible alternatives

for users to “purchase” extra hardware resources only when there is an

increase in their needs. This feature is helpful for small- to medium-260

size businesses in which significant financial commitments can be avoided,

skipping the building of an IT infrastructure.

• CC further provides users with the capability to rent computational re-

sources for a required period. As a result, users have the benefit of leasing

resources based on the length of a project, and these same resources can265

be released after the project ends. This temporary lease facilitates bud-

get management in which the progress of a project does not demand the

purchase of physical servers.

With all the advantages that introduce flexibility for the management of re-

sources on project changing requirements, users and enterprises have shown an270

increasing migration of their IT services and data to CC servers. An excellent

example of this trend is Amazon Elastic Computing Cloud (EC2), which corre-

sponds to one the largest Cloud service platforms and providers with millions

of globally spread users.
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Figure 4: Architecture of Amazon EC2.

Figure 4 illustrates the general architecture of Amazon EC2 [26]. EC2 pro-275

vides a web API where authorized users can access and reserve Cloud services.

The platform enables access to the computing resources, EC2 instances and

storage, Elastic Block Storage, and Ephemeral Storage, in an elastic manner.

To reach for efficiency, a component known as Cloud Watch monitors the utiliza-

tion of resources, and it reports results to the Auto Scaling system. This system280

is responsible for decision-making in scaling services, according to the needs of

users. Cloud services have reached a certain level of maturity and are offered

in three major classes, namely Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a

Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS) [22, 27].

3.1. IaaS: Infrastructure as a Service285

A Cloud service provider makes elastic resources, such as computing capabil-

ities, network connections, and storage capacity, available to customers through

virtualization technology [28]. Amazon EC2 is a strong example of this type of

Cloud service. OpenStack, on the other hand, is an open-source project that has

gained considerable popularity among other software platforms for Cloud Com-290

puting, grounded on infrastructure-as-a-service provisioning aspects [29]. This
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kind of service contains a series of inter-related components that build their

resource provision platform. In the context of OpenStack, Nova coordinates

processing hardware pools, Neutron controls networking resources, Cinder is in

charge of black storage, and Swift manages object storage. All these compo-295

nents together are indirectly accessible through web-based dashboards: Horizon,

command-line tools, and RESTful APIs.

3.2. PaaS: Platform as a Service

PaaS offers the means for users to develop, run, and manage applications,

providing a platform where users do not need to be concerned about the lower-300

level details of the environment. Consequently, the services in this category allow

users to configure settings and control the deployment of software. The service

provider is responsible for guaranteeing the availability of servers, networks,

storage, and other support services needed to host the application for customers.

Microsoft Azure [30] and Google AppEngine [31] are regular platforms that serve305

as representative examples of this category of services.

3.3. SaaS: Software as a Service

A Cloud service provider in the context of SaaS model offers access to a suite

of software that resides in its datacenter [32]. The provider is responsible for

maintaining software, licensing applications, and making software available to310

customers as a service on demand. Usually, the suite consists of office and mes-

saging, Data Management System (DBMS), computer-aided design, customer

relationship management (CRM), and antivirus. Working as a subscription-

based service, SaaS facilitates the rental of software for a period, as an alterna-

tive to its purchase. Since the whole suite of software is made available by the315

same service provider, this class of services makes it possible to avoid incompat-

ibility issues between software, which users typically experience; consequently,

concerns of matching the operating system of users with software are nonexis-

tent due to the entire service being available through Web browsers. The IBM

SmartCloud [33] platform is a significant example of the SaaS model.320
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4. Mobile Cloud Computing

Mobile devices have grown in quantity, capabilities, accessibility, and pop-

ularity; this growth has enabled the delivery of high services and applications

through them, which has promoted a new research area named Mobile Cloud

Computing (MCC) [34, 35]. The designs in this new field devise mobile devices325

as input and output endpoints and assume that remote Cloud servers process

intensive computation tasks.

The MCC forum [36] defines MCC, in its simplest terms, as an infrastruc-

ture in which mobile devices do not process data or store data within them;

these tasks are performed remotely by other entities. Therefore, Mobile Cloud330

applications transfer the stress on data storage and burden on computing power

from mobile devices to the Cloud. This feature allows applications and mobile

computing to be available not only to smartphone users, but also to a broad

range of mobile service users.

MCC is expected to offer significant potential for IT applications and presents335

unique characteristics, such as mobility, portability, and communication. Sev-

eral features are unique in MCC [35]:

• Extension of battery lifetime. Even with several technological advance-

ments, battery lifetime still consists of significant concerns for mobile de-

vices. Limited, insufficient battery life conditions users to charge their340

devices with a high frequency and restricts the use of light-weight ap-

plications. This reduced autonomy represents an adverse characteristic of

these electronic devices. Several methods have been proposed that counter

this negative aspect and reduce power consumption through efficient CPU

performance and smart screen and disk management. This limitation in-345

volves modifications in the structure and architecture of smart devices,

which might not be even feasible. Also, rich services and applications still

implicate on execution constraints in the devices, including products that

have already been in use, although such techniques are capable of increas-

ing battery lifetime. In this particular case, MCC substantially serves350
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to offload the processing load and storage burden from mobile devices,

migrating computation-intensive tasks that involve complex processing to

remote Cloud servers. Concerns regarding battery lifetime have motivated

the design of several offloading strategies [37, 38] mapped in intricate sim-

ulation scenarios [39].355

• Improvement of processing capability and storage capacity. MCC is in-

tended to increase the execution performance of applications and services

and extend storage capacity. Through better performance, MCC con-

tributes to a decrease in execution time and energy consumption. Even

though the processing capabilities of devices have advanced significantly,360

they still present limited physical resources and are not suitable for hosting

rich, complex applications. With offloading models, MCC can support the

execution of such applications as offloading strategies can migrate parti-

tioned tasks and seamlessly store large data in the Cloud through wireless

networks.365

• Enhancement of reliability. Mobile devices have a considerable benefit on

improving reliability through MCC. Because of the partial or complete

remote execution of applications and services, data and results are stored

and replicated on remote Cloud servers. Offloading tasks considerably

lowers the risk of data loss; compared to mobile devices, servers are more370

stable and resilient to failures. In addition to the increased security that

may result from the use of the Cloud, several levels of data security mod-

els in MCC introduce more robust data protection for users and service

providers. For instance, Cloud-based mobile digital rights management

(DRM) strategies help to preserve the integrity of massive unstructured375

digital content, such as video and audio, from being inappropriately ac-

cessed and distributed in an unauthorized manner [40].

Due to its direct evolution from Cloud Computing and mobile computing,

MCC have inherited several advantages [25, 35]:

16
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• Dynamic Provisioning. MCC establishes resource provisioning to users380

under authorized access and on-demand fine-grained, self-service grounds.

This feature facilitates the supply of resources and services without prior

planning, flexibly promoting allocation according to the current needs of

consumers. The apriori planning consequently allows service providers

to implement applications in a constrained amount of resources, which385

increases as the system scales up to accommodate the growth of applica-

tions.

• Ease of Access. The online interface in MCC boosts accessibility consider-

ably; users reach out for resources at any time and to depend on Internet

access through wireless networks.390

• Ease of Integration. Service providers are capable of distributing resources

and sharing costs. This feature enables vast support to a myriad of appli-

cations in their context, meeting compatibility requirements.

The offloading of tasks and storage from mobile devices must not necessar-

ily be conducted to Cloud servers. In the context of Mobile Edge Computing395

(MEC), the resources positioned at the edge of the mobile network shorten the

communication path and distance between mobile devices and the Cloud [41].

This strategy allows for greater accessibility of highly demanded services and

applications in mobile devices, considering the restrictive time constraints and

delay requirements. Consequently, MEC allows users to avoid the excessive ex-400

tra load imposed on both radio and backhaul of mobile networks, decreasing

communication latency considerably through caching strategies [42]. From an

architectural perspective, MCC presents an entirely centralized resource uti-

lization approach while MEC enables a fully distributed access to resources in

many locations. A three-tier architecture defines the general structure of MEC,405

in which Cloudlets are intermediate elements between mobile devices Cloud cen-

tralized servers. Decentralization permits mobile devices to connect to Cloudlets

through the local mobile network, just within a hotspot area.
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In more volatile and flexible scenarios where the connectivity of mobile de-

vices do not allow continuous access to any communication infrastructure, Mo-410

bile Ad-Hoc Cloud raises as a potential solution for MCC offloading. Mobile

Ad-Hoc Cloud (MAC) consists of a more particular context of MCC, where

a device utilizes the available resources of neighboring mobile devices [43]. In

this approach, the capabilities of a device are extended, but only through ac-

cess to closer resources, avoiding delays. MAC allows a solution that does not415

depend on full connectivity with the infrastructure to promote MCC benefits.

However, the rapidly changing mobile environment creates a lack of connectiv-

ity and justifies MAC, while also imposing several challenges in establishing a

Cloud of mobile devices. As derived from MCC, these difficulties involve task

offloading and scheduling, resource allocation and management, discovery, and420

formation of the MAC [44]. The limitation of MAC is that it requires the col-

laboration of nearby mobile devices to share their resources, needing incentives

to motivate participation. Another crucial constraint in the MAC model con-

sists of costly decision-making in task allocation, as well as Cloud formation and

maintenance, against the benefits of offloading computing and storage to other425

capability-impaired devices.

5. Vehicular Cloud Computing

The automotive industry has been building considerably intelligent vehicles,

which already contain robust computing, communication, storage, and energy

resources. These features differentiate modern vehicles from mobile devices,430

which are assumed to present constrained resources. VCC, in this case, works

in the opposite direction of the MCC paradigm. MCC attempts to leverage

the capabilities of devices while VCC allows underutilized or available vehicle

resources to be harvested; this extends to MEC, in which vehicles may, in a

hypothetical scenario, serve as a Cloudlet to the devices of passengers. When435

it comes to MAC, VCC shares closer characteristics to this subset of MCC

paradigm since VCC attempts to dynamically form a Cloud with the nearby
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vehicles as for a targeted task, application, or service. However, VCC involves a

very particular set of characteristics that set it aside from MAC. VCC deals with

the extreme volatility of the environment and resources, the distinct movement440

of vehicles, demand of applications, and sporadic availability, as well as the

business model it encompasses, which allows resources to be harvested from

vehicles to other elements, such as mobile devices.

Recent works [45, 4, 46] have coined the term, adequately defined the con-

cept of, and delimited the first designs of Vehicular Cloud Computing. These445

works presented VCC with the principal goal that consists of gathering, allo-

cating, and utilizing available resources on board of vehicles. These resources

comprehend capabilities ranging from processing, communication, storage, and

sensor, which may be dynamically harvested in groups of vehicles under the

authorization and agreement of owners and drivers. The Cloud, drivers, pas-450

sengers, and users benefit from efficiently aggregating all surrounding resources

and making them effectively available as Cloud services to the public. Such

VCC services are convoluted and relevant, complementing regular Cloud Com-

puting services. As defined in its first scheme [46], VCC concerns a a group of

vehicles which are broadly autonomous and contain computing, communication,455

sensing, and physical resources that might be coordinated and allocated dynami-

cally assigned to authorized users. Table 1 introduces a brief comparison of the

major characteristics of CC, MCC, and VCC.

Regarding computation capability and storage capacity, it is noticeable that

the conventional Cloud servers present the most powerful local computing re-460

sources, and a modern vehicle typically includes an onboard computer, which

has much greater computing capabilities than that in a mobile device. Besides,

mobility is a valuable and an inherent part of the physical resources of MCC and

VCC while the resources of a traditional CC are commonly located in the fixed

data center. CC is also not restricted by energy consumption due to the con-465

stant power supply in the data center; similarly, VCC is not constrained by the

power since a vehicle contains a large-capacity battery, and the running engine

continually recharges it. However, the battery life of mobile devices confines
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Table 1: Major characteristics of Cloud Computing, Mobile Cloud Computing, and Vehicular

Cloud Computing

Feature CC MCC VCC

Support to Mobile Resources No Yes Yes

Computational Capability Highest Lowest Medium sized

Battery Limitation No Yes No

Storage Capacity Highest Lowest Medium sized

Autonomous Composition No No Yes

Resource Flexibility Static Static Highly Dynamic

Network Architecture Client-Server Client-Server Peer to Peer or

Client-Server

Physical Resources Local or Remote

Servers

Local Mobile Devices

or Remote Server

Local Vehicles or

Remote Servers

MCC. Finally, VCC is the only type of Cloud that builds on highly dynamic

physical resources, and it can be formed autonomously, depending on the traffic470

situation.

Modern vehicles contain computational capabilities that are relatively robust

for allowing access to demanding rich services and applications. Cloud Comput-

ing is capable of expanding such capabilities through the provisioning of limitless

resources, thus enhancing access to services. Furthermore, vehicles’ built-in re-475

sources tend to be underutilized for long periods of time, such as when vehicles

are parked or motionless in traffic jams. Such situations enable promising op-

portunities for exploring underused computing resources to assemble Clouds

autonomously. By the concept of connected vehicles, surrounding elements can

participate in a VCC, comprising a critical strategy that contributes to tackling480

complex issues in real-time and in loco; many works, such as in [46], recognize

this approach as a paradigm shift in transportation systems. Vehicles’ mobility

and the scale of the environment require sophisticated resource management

strategies to coordinate resources efficiently [47, 48, 49, 50].

Both paradigms are essential elements for the design of solutions in Intel-485

ligent Transportation Systems, including the support to an extensive range of

applications and services, such as the estimation and prediction of traffic con-
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ditions in a simulation environment [51]. However, due to the high mobility

of the elements that compose a VCC, the challenges that it endures with the

dynamic interconnection of vehicles are very similar to the issues experienced490

in Vehicular Networks [52]. Even though extensive efforts have been applied to

find solutions that tackle the highly dynamic changes of communication topol-

ogy in Vehicular Networks, the challenges persist and are actively present in

VCC, which relies entirely on communication connections among vehicles.

5.1. Taxonomy of Works on Vehicular Cloud Computing495

Upon a comprehensive overview of the most relevant works related to VCC,

Figure 5 summarizes the approaches in the general taxonomy of Vehicular Cloud

Computing derived from previous efforts [53]. Approaches covered in this survey

focus on applications and services for different categories of vehicular Cloudlets.

Due to the practical interests in the already-existing transportation infras-500

tructure and Cloud services, VCC introduced opportunities for a vast number

of potential applications [46]. Among these applications, a proposal to compose

and build a data center in parking lots was notable because of its low level of

complexity and implementation convenience. The applicability of this approach

resides on the existence of a large number of vehicles in garages of companies or505

parking lots of shopping malls that rest still for a reasonable amount of time.

Together with this condition, the onboard storage of these vehicles is aggregated

as a fundamental element in assembling a data center.

Applications involved with the dynamic traffic management system consist

of another type of VCC application [4], which directly deals with common transit510

issues targeting mutual benefits. Traffic congestion includes a crucial concern

in metropolitan areas, and it is steadily growing because of the rising number

of vehicles on the roads. The condition of being in congested traffic leads to a

position where drivers might agree to share their vehicular computing resources

with the traffic management system. The vehicles, in this case, can receive the515

partitioned load of processing calculations and running simulations; such tasks

might be part of a procedure for determining alternative solutions to alleviate
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Figure 5: Classification of the Works on Vehicular Cloud Computing

congestion through traffic light control. Moreover, several works have devised

other potential Vehicular Cloud applications, such as dynamic traffic signal

optimization, projected evacuation management, and dynamic assignment of520

high-occupancy vehicle lanes [46].

Applications nevertheless require a set of innovative VCC services so that

they can be built and transparently or seamlessly integrated into the current

urban system. These novel services, such as NaaS, STaaS, CompaaS, and CaaS,

consequently demand an infrastructure and models so that they can be openly525

available for public access [54].

The mobility of the environment allows VCC to be classified into two ma-

jor groups [55]. One group represents a static Vehicular Cloudlet, assembled

through the aggregation of resources of vehicles that show no movement; these
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vehicles are still and resting in a parking lot, for example. In this particular530

case, the VCC resembles a traditional Cloud because vehicles show a long-stay

behavior. The other VCC group contains dynamic Vehicular Cloudlets, so it

deals with and relies on highly dynamic traffic flow. Applications that depend

on rapid dynamic changes of the urban environment can profit from these dy-

namic Cloudlets; as previously mentioned, these applications may assist the535

transportation system with traffic-related issues or emergency situations.

For instance, the work presented in [56] devises a static Vehicular Cloud as

a germinal work towards the implementation of a VC. The work densely inves-

tigated the expected number of vehicles in a long-term parking lot at an inter-

national airport. By using a stochastic process, the system could be modeled540

according to the time-varying and departure rates for estimating the number

of available resources for assembling a data center. The expected number of

vehicles, as well as its variance, was deduced in a closed form in this work,

conforming the behavior of incoming and outgoing vehicles in the parking lot.

The work provided a time-dependent probability distribution function that rep-545

resented the occupancy of the parking lot, and it determined that the limiting

nature of the parameters fade away as initial conditions of the system. The

obtained values for those parameters can support the sure estimation of the

number of vehicles in a parking lot, which can be decidedly estimated at any

given time.550

On the other hand, works with dynamic Vehicular Clouds deal with rather

more intricate and unstable environments. The works described in [57, 58, 59]

observed and modeled the average quantity of computing resources embedded

within vehicles in a road segment. The work represented the free-flow of vehicles,

as well as traffic jams, through stochastic traffic models.555

5.2. Architecture of Vehicular Clouds

Several works have proposed architectures to define Vehicular Clouds [53].

Out of these efforts, three significant communication layers support the general

architecture of Vehicular Cloud Computing. As illustrated in Figure 6, these
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layers are the Onboard Layer, represented by Onboard Units, Communication560

Layer, characterized by Communication Components, and Cloud Computing

Layer, which consists of Cloud Computing Resources, Virtualization Layer, Ve-

hicular Cloud Services, and API. The elements of the Cloud Computing layer

present internal structural dependencies, leading to its division in distinct sub-

layers. In the Onboard layer, components allow vehicles to detect the condition565

of the environment, the status of the road, and the behavior of drivers by using

a series of onboard sensors, such as environmental sensors, smartphone sensors,

sensors internal to vehicles, and driver behavior recognition [60, 61]. Distributed

storage is essential for maintaining the information collected by sensors so that

real-time applications can efficiently access it. Each vehicle also presents com-570

puting and storage units, complementing its sophisticated suite of embedded

sensors. These elements comprehend the basic blocks that form Cloud comput-

ing resources.

The second layer focuses on vehicular connections, enabling vehicle-to-infrastructure

and vehicle-to-vehicle communication strategies. Because vehicles contain IEEE575

802.11p transceivers, they are capable of exchanging data with the VC through

both V2V and V2I methods. Several protocols thus enable communication, such

as Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) [62, 63], Wireless Access in

Vehicular Environment (WAVE) [64], and 3G or 4G cellular communications.

The V2V architecture allows vehicles to communicate with each other in580

an ad-hoc fashion. The networking features are enabled as long as vehicles are

within a valid communication range. In this sense, a VCC can be assembled dy-

namically, autonomously, and opportunistically through vehicles via their V2V

connections. This communication architecture allows the implementation of

several flexible, fluid applications. For instance, an emergency warning system585

might generate messages according to the driving behavior or the road con-

ditions. Abnormal aspects cause vehicles to send requests to the VC storage

pool. Consequently, all vehicles participating in this VC receive emergency mes-

sages, which indicate the precise geographical location of the identified atypical

event [65].590
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Figure 6: General Vehicular Cloud Computing Architecture

V2I comprises the second component of the communication layer. This el-

ement complements the V2V communication architecture. Transportation ser-

vices and applications may opt for the more stable V2I when transmitting con-

trol information between a vehicle and other vehicles, the infrastructure, or the

Cloud. This infrastructure-based approach also allows multiple autonomous Ve-595

hicular Clouds, based on the support of RSUs that function as gateways to an

external network. This communication strategy can enable a data sharing plat-

form over the Internet, for instance. Therefore, drivers are capable of accessing

a broader view of the traffic condition, which can enhance the level of safety for

drivers and consequently decrease the number of automotive accidents.600

As depicted in the architecture, the five internal sub-layers are essential for
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the Cloud Computing layer: Cloud computing resources, virtualization layer,

Vehicular Cloud services, API, and application layer. The computational and

storage capacity of vehicles participating the in VC combine as Cloud Com-

puting resources. The aggregation of computing resources allows authorized605

individuals to utilize them according to predefined quotas; the virtualization

technology flexibly supports access to computing power, pooled storage, and

traffic-related information. Computation as a Service (CompaaS), Storage as

a Service (STaaS), Network as a Service (NaaS), and Cooperation as a Service

(CaaS) comprise the the primary services, implemented in the Vehicular Cloud.610

Such Cloud primary services are made available through an API, which allows

the development of a wide range of applications. According to the presented

VCC architecture, the software applications are represented by the Application

layer. Authorized end users, such as the municipal traffic management system

or drivers, can reach these applications remotely through the Internet.615

5.3. Vehicular Cloud Services

As previously discussed, with the due infrastructure to support it, Vehicular

Cloud can enable an extensive variety of services. This broad range of services

is grouped in several service type categories, the most significant of which are

Computation as a Service, Network as a Service (NaaS), Storage as a Service620

(STaaS), and Cooperation as a Service (CaaS) [66].

5.3.1. Computation as a Service

Computation-as-a-Service shares similar objectives as STaaS; it addresses

the aggregation of available, unused computation resources of vehicles, making

them accessible through a service to authorized users. Vehicular Cloud Com-625

puting consists of a very recent concept that deals with a very sensitive and

complex context: the exploration of computational resources in highly mobile

environments. The study conducted in [56] can serve to estimate possible com-

puting capabilities within a parking lot, where vehicles rest still for a predictable

amount of time. The challenge in this situation is how to define a proper model630
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that allows effective migration of tasks in and from parked vehicles, redistribut-

ing tasks when vehicles leave or arrive in the parking lot [67, 68]. In this case,

the model needs to consider the migration burden, which involves suspending

tasks, saving their execution status, identifying new hosts, and transferring jobs;

all these factors are vital in determining the feasibility of task offloading in such635

dynamic scenarios [69].

5.3.2. Network as a Service

Providing connectivity consists of a major and complex challenge in urban

environments. Vehicular Networks mitigate the issue by the use of fixed roadside

access points (APs) and mobile vehicular users. Recent initiatives towards NaaS640

have focused on employing V2V and V2I communication to enable connectivity

and transfer data to and from the Cloud. A study has been developed in this

context to investigate the potential performance of downloading content from

the Vehicular Cloud. The work formulated and solved the problem through

linear programming, exploring the condition and availability of each communi-645

cation medium. The different data transfer paradigms analyzed in the formula-

tion consisted of direct transfers, connected forwarding, and carry-and-forward.

The direct communication access a peer has with the Cloud characterizes di-

rect transfers, meaning that it can directly download content from an AP. On

the other hand, connected forwarding comprehends the data transfer through650

multi-hop paths established among vehicles. Carry-and-forward is comprised of

vehicles storing data until it can be forwarded to the destination when the path

between the AP and the downloader shows intermittent connections.

5.3.3. Storage as a Service

Each modern vehicle is assumed to be equipped with large storage capacity655

as technology has allowed storage media to achieve portable sizes and reduced

costs. Such advancements have motivated work [56] determining the parameters

that condition the design and implementation of a data center in the parking lot

of an international airport. The data center exploits the availability of onboard
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resources of parked vehicles. This work assumes that vehicles are connected to660

power sources so that there is no restriction in power consumption and battery

autonomy. The work also considers a business model for encouraging air travel-

ers to contribute through benefits on free parking or automotive services; in this

case, this approach assumes that vehicle owners are motivated to share unused

resources for building up the Cloud.665

In this same sense, another work focused on designing a two-tier architecture

for a vehicular data center [70]. The devised architecture centers on allowing

the proper control of excessive storage in a parking lot. The proposed approach

concerns the constant incoming and outgoing vehicular resources, which follows

the model of a random variable; this design differs from the traditional data670

center due to dynamic changes in the presence of resources. The work described

in [71] introduced a replication-based fault-tolerant storage to resolve this vari-

able presence of resources. This work complements the data center design by

including a copy principle, where the system enables clients to keep N copies of

the original media in each of the N available storage servers. The use of replicas675

allows successful data retrieval as long as one of the servers is still available, or

reachable, in the data center and contains an intact replica.

5.3.4. Cooperation as a Service

Coordinated collaboration among vehicles introduces a wide range of benefits

to system and applications. The collaboration promotes data collection and task680

processing in an on-demand, regulated form. For instance, a Navigator Assisted

Vehicular route Optimizer (NAVOPT), developed in [72], focused on composing

an onboard navigation server. The server relies on the traditional Cloud and

the cooperation of vehicles that participate in a Vehicular Cloud. Each vehicle

in the proposed system is responsible for detecting its geographical position685

through its GPS device and reporting this information to the navigation server

through wireless communication. The server aggregates the data from several

vehicles and constructs a traffic load map for a given area; it also determines

optimal routes for each vehicle, returning this optimized path to its respective
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Table 2: Vehicular Cloud Applications for Data Centers.

Application Mobility Major Feature Trad. Cloud Depend.

Airport Datacenter [56] None Resource Aggregation No

Pics-on-wheels [73] None Storage resources Yes

Parked Vehicles [74] Low Spatio-temporal Network No

VM Migration [75] High Minimum Network Cost No

Data Prefetching [76] High Data Dissemination No

vehicle.690

5.4. Vehicular Cloud Applications

Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 summarize some representative vehicular services and

application prototypes or proposals from the year 2012 to the year 2016. We can

observe that the common characteristic of the diverse list of Vehicular Cloud

services and applications consists of being independent of the traditional Cloud;695

applications, with the support of VCC, are capable of autonomously execut-

ing without the need of computing resources from servers. This self-sufficiency

aspect exploits the availability of onboard physical resources, such as comput-

ing power, storage, sensing devices, GPS, GIS, collision radars, cameras, and

transceivers. This list of physical resources just tends to grow as the automotive700

industry increasingly invests in smart and intelligent devices embedded in vehi-

cles. These advancements enable novel applications that complement or expand

the features of Vehicular Clouds.

5.4.1. Data Centers

The applications in this category are characterized by building and main-705

taining Vehicular Clouds as data centers or being part of a data center. Most

of the existing works in this class of applications deal with a little mobility of

vehicles, which are parked and considered available for a relatively extended

period. Table 2 briefly describes a summary of such works.

The first work in this context effectively illustrates the vehicular Cloud for710

data center applications [56]. As previously described, the work combined vehic-
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ular computing resources in the long-term parking lot of a typical international

airport. The approach employs a designed model as a stochastic process method

to identify the number of vehicles resting in the parking lot of a given airport.

Therefore, the model provides analytical results concerning the availability of715

computational resources in a rather stable environment.

In the same parking lot scenario, another application work took advantage

of the excessive available storage resources of vehicles in parking lots [73]. The

auxiliary vehicular data center (VDC) assembled from such resources can ade-

quately help mitigate the load pressure on traditional data centers. This work720

considered a relatively static scenario, and it characterized the dynamic behav-

ior of a garage containing a limited number of parking spaces. Besides this

characterization, the work considered communication costs in the context of a

two-tier data center, essential for correctly defining each resource management

policy.725

Another VDC application continued in the same parking scenario with more

dynamic parameters [74]. In the context of this work, parked vehicles were used

to build a spatiotemporal network enabling storage infrastructure. As a conse-

quence, vehicles in a road segment are capable of replacing the role of RSUs.

The work made use of the Virtual Cord Protocol to enable access to moving730

vehicles in the assembled Vehicular Cloud. The communication of vehicles in

the nearby urban traffic network introduces challenges to management commu-

nication in topology that changes dynamically. The feasibility of the protocol,

as well as the Vehicular Cloud, is demonstrated through simulations. This work

also introduces an evaluation which is conducted to determine efficiency in the735

storage and retrieval of data in Vehicular Clouds formed by parked vehicles.

An approach has employed linear programming [75] for optimizing the use

of communication resources, observing roadside units as potential Cloudlets to

serve the needs of vehicles. The work focused on minimizing the overall network

cost when performing VM migrations and conducting regular data traffic. In740

this work, roadside Cloudlets work as an auxiliary Cloud resource that might

receive a virtual machine (VM), respective to a vehicle, noting the benefits of
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the new Fog Computing paradigm. The optimization model formulates the VM

migration problem as a mixed-integer quadratic programming problem to mini-

mize the current network costs in VCC. A polynomial time two-phase heuristic745

algorithm is proposed to tackle the computation complexity due to a large num-

ber of vehicles in an urban traffic network. The solution provides the means to

determine if a VM migration is beneficial in the context of performance gain,

communication and migration overhead.

Another work introduced a vehicle route-based data prefetching scheme,750

which was devised to maximize data dissemination success probability in VDC [76].

In this particular case, wireless connectivity was stochastically unknown, and

the capacity of local storage was restricted. A deterministic, greedy data dis-

semination algorithm was employed when the stochastic features of the network

connectivity success rate were predefined. On the other hand, stochastic MAB-755

based online learning framework is applied to learn stochastic characteristics of

network connectivity success rate when its distribution is unknown.

5.4.2. Traffic Management

Traffic management applications aim to assist the traffic flow of vehicles

by preventing congestion or even avoiding congested areas. The development760

of such applications envisions real-time constraints on the input data; the re-

strictions reside on dynamically changing environmental conditions and proper

responses to accommodate updates in reasonable time frames. Appropriate

recommendations to traffic management systems or drivers directly influences

the effectiveness in improving the flow of vehicles. Table 3 summarily lists the765

existing known VCC applications for traffic management.

User-Driven Cloud Transportation System made use of real-time data, which

the user (driver) fed into the application [77]. In this work, a Cloud transporta-

tion system was devised to allow predictions of traffic congestion. The system

also enables the construction of traffic maps, aiming to support smart driving,770

which recommends a path to the driver according to a defined model. The appli-

cation employs a scheme of user-driven crowd-sourcing to acquire driver data for
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Table 3: Vehicular Cloud Applications for Traffic Management.

Application Mobility Major Feature Trad. Cloud Depend.

User-Driven System [77] High Path recommendation Yes

Intellectual Road Infras-

tructure [78]

High Cost minimization No

Context-Aware Parking

[79]

High Probability Analysis No

predicting traffic jams and building a real-time traffic model. As for a measure

of performance improvement on the calculations, the application also engages in

a Map-Reduce computing model and algorithm for traffic data processing. The775

final interface is developed and made available on an Android-based prototype

application.

Another similar traffic management application consists of the Intellectual

Road Infrastructure [78], which also collected and aggregated data in real-time

to readily determine traffic conditions. Therefore, this work proposed a road780

infrastructure to monitor and control traffic in a real-time manner. This real-

time coordination is envisioned to minimize overall transportation costs and

improve safety. The proposed system accesses devices and vehicles supplied

with onboard radio frequency identification (RFID), GPS, and sensors to gather

information about traffic conditions. After data aggregation finishes, the system785

processes the information in the Cloud and presents valuable results via an

online service.

The third traffic management application differed from the previous two ap-

plications because it focused on a particular context, which involved identifying

parking spots in real-time. This recommendation system, Context-Aware Dy-790

namic Parking Service [79], extended the traditional parking services in garages

by dynamically updating the available parking spots for incoming vehicles. In

this case, the Vehicular Cloud can aid the parking of vehicles on road segments.

The system employed a method of probability analysis to enable relevant traffic

authorities to determine dynamically whether the road can be authorized to795
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Table 4: Vehicular Cloud Applications for Internet of Vehicles.

Application Mobility Major Feature Trad. Cloud Depend.

Pics-on-wheels [73] Low Internet of Things No

Autonomous Driving [80] High Driving decision-making No

Multimedia Services [81] High Rebroadcasting No

provide context-aware parking services. As a result, the context information

must represent the expected parking duration of vehicles on the roadside.

5.4.3. Internet of Vehicles

This class of VC applications enables vehicles to provide and spread a net-

work access service, such as mobile devices using the Internet of Things concept.800

This class of applications exploits connectivity among vehicles, as well as phys-

ical devices and other elements embedded with sensors, actuators, software, or

electronics to empower data exchange and other applications. Consequently,

vehicles can autonomously supply resources or sensitive data collected through

sensors, which are essential for implementing a series of keen ITS, as well as ITS-805

related, services. Table 4 briefly lists the existing most relevant applications for

an Internet of vehicles.

Pics-on-wheels consists of a surveillance application where the vehicles can

serve as a vital element in providing appropriate images, which can support

monitoring or inspection of events in a given region [73]. Vehicles, mobile service810

nodes, participate in the surveillance application, introducing dynamicity in

the video capture and extending the surveillance coverage beyond the capacity

of stationary cameras. In the particular case of this application, a Vehicular

Cloud server estimates the number of qualified vehicle candidates in the Zone

of Interest (ZoI). The server also either accepts or rejects picture requests from815

individuals that inquire after a ZoI. Upon the selected candidates, the Vehicular

Cloud server invites authorized vehicles in the ZoI to provide the pictures.

Another Internet of Vehicles application requires more dynamic decision-

making to provide or enrich Autonomous Driving [80]. In this application, a Ve-
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hicular Cloud was able to be established by the aggregate resources from neigh-820

boring vehicles, RSUs, and their potential interconnections. The Autonomous

Driving application makes use of images of the next three road segments. These

images are provided through the Vehicular Cloud and are essential for evaluating

the traffic conditions and enabling preventive decision making. The members

of the Vehicular Cloud are responsible for feeding the repository with images in825

real-time so that the whole network can access the published content.

Another application made use of the Internet of Vehicles to improve the de-

livery of multimedia services to drivers [81]. The onboard advanced, embedded

devices enhance vehicles so that they are capable of performing processing and

collection of multimedia in VCs; such vehicles can provide processing power, as830

well as storage of content. This application thus introduces an enhanced adap-

tive probabilistic rebroadcasting method; the method is designed to counter

the saturation of the communication through large (multimedia) packet sizes in

high-density networks. Linear programming is used to determine a target bi-

trate for the videos recorded in the vehicles and control the volume of acquired835

data.

5.4.4. Urban Surveillance

As in the description of the first Internet of Vehicles application, there is high

interest in surveillance, identifying suspicious behavior, monitoring sensitive ar-

eas, or auditing earlier events. Due to the dynamicity of an urban area, the840

high mobility of vehicles matches the constant changes. The collective work of

elements joined through a Vehicular Cloud can facilitate and promote the pro-

vision of data to support surveillance in a region of interest. Table 5 summarily

presents the list of existing applications.

The first surveillance application, called Smart Traffic Cloud, made use of845

data collected by mobile devices to conduct analysis and identify patterns [82].

The application was consequently able to provide a real-time traffic condition

map, which was developed at runtime using data collected from the mobile

phones of commuters. This proposed system enables a more active map con-
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Table 5: Vehicular Cloud Applications for Data Centers.

Application Mobility Major Feature Trad. Cloud Depend.

Smart Traffic Cloud [82] High Map-Reduce / Ontologies No

Video Reporting [83] High Video recording Yes

struction. The proposed software infrastructure allows traffic data collection,850

manages the current condition of traffic, analyzes the input of the information,

and presents the results in flexible manner. Smart Traffic Cloud employs a Map-

Reduce framework and an ontology database to handle the distributed data and

parallel analysis.

The other application in the context of surveillance focused on the collection855

of video from specific regions of interest [83]. The Cloud-assisted video reporting

service allows vehicles to participate in the VC to report videos instantly; the

videos are used for supporting the investigation of traffic accidents and reports to

official entities or ambulance vehicles, guaranteeing a timely response from them.

In a situation demanding such videos, the respective vehicles send the media to860

the VC, preferably through a communication route; the application may resort

to the 5G network when V2V routes are nonexistent. An authentication process

is achieved to provide privacy and security for the video transmission by using a

digital signature that associates an encrypted accident video with a pseudonym.

5.4.5. Security and Infotainment865

Vehicular Cloud applications can expand to assist other systems, such as

healthcare, or enhance already existing services developed through Vehicular

Networks, such as infotainment. The most relevant works in these varied con-

texts comprise the improvement of security in healthcare and the efficient deliv-

ery of content and entertainment to driver and passengers. Table 6 briefly lists870

the two applications.

Due to the importance of securing the communication channel to highly

sensitive applications in healthcare, authentication is crucial for enabling the
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Table 6: Vehicular Cloud Applications.

Application Scope Mobility Major Feature Trad. Cloud Depend.

RFID Authentication [84] Health Care High Petri Net model No

InCloud [85] Infotainment Low Infotainment Yes

access to only accredited parts. An intelligent RFID-enabled Authentication

scheme ensured security for healthcare applications in VCC environment [84].875

The model of the scheme assumes that vehicles and RSUs contain low- and high-

frequency RFID readers and that patients wear RFID-enabled wristbands. The

scheme relies on a PetriNet-based authentication model to guarantee a secure

communication between RSUs and the central Cloud.

A framework based on the service-oriented architecture concept, called In-880

Cloud, was designed to facilitate the design of infotainment applications [85].

This Cloud-based middleware framework works in the scope of assisting me-

dia delivery for vehicular applications. Thus, the application design principles

include data fusion, context-awareness, reusability, and loose-coupling. The

middleware makes use of preprocessing Internet data, filtering relevant content,885

and fusion of content from different sources to enhance performance. Based on

the proposed framework, the design of three infotainment applications served

as a proof of concept.

6. Mathematical Modeling of Traffic Flow for Vehicular Clouds

Vehicular Cloud Computing completely relies on the availability of vehicular890

resources, and forming and maintaining a VCC depends on the presence of

nearby, reachable vehicles. In the transportation context, vehicles might either

be parked or in movement. The former case introduces a static scenario in

which departure and arrival rates can be inferred from a history, consisting of a

simple condition for determining the number of vehicles and their probable time895

of availability. The latter case establishes a dynamic, intricate scenario where

the reachability of vehicles rapidly changes. Consequently, defining models that
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can represent the behavior of vehicles is crucial for generating estimations and

supporting the management of resources within the VCC.

A model consists of a simple representation of reality; it enables simulations,900

considering a finite number of assumed factors. Through the use of simplification

and relevant suppositions, a model is capable of representing real scenarios,

which contain a countless number of elements. The context of traffic flows

includes many factors that influence traffic load, such as road geometry, traffic

signs, road conditions, weather, and driver behavior. Besides that, a precise905

mathematical model of the traffic is highly complex, as well as unfeasible, due

to plenty of random events that occur.

Therefore, traffic flow models also need assumptions. Several works have

incorporated traffic models for supporting solutions of Vehicular Networks and

Clouds. These models represent realistic traffic behavior in highways and urban910

centers, serving as a mechanism for analyzing the performance of novel ap-

proaches, such as data dissemination schemes, routing protocols, and prediction

of available onboard resources. Three distinct categories classify such models,

providing different levels of abstraction and detail in their representation.

6.1. Car-Following Models915

Car-following models comprehend the class of microscopic models [86]. Con-

sequently, they individually characterize the behavior of every vehicle in the

traffic flow. Several models have been proposed to represent the driving behav-

ior in a road segment. Such models introduce a more adaptive approach to the

behavior modeling of vehicles instead of optimization perspectives on the traffic920

flow, in general. Table 7 summarizes the notations used in models described in

this section.

ID model consists of a representation of an intelligent driver model [87, 88],

requiring a minimum number of relevant parameters. The model is intended to

simplify calibration through a uniform description of the phase transformation in925

the traffic flow, which would occasionally happen from a free-flow to an entirely

queued-up, congested flow. Formulas 1 and 2 summarize the model.
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Table 7: Notation of the traffic flow models

Variable Description

an(t) acceleration of vehicle n at time t

a(n) maximum acceleration of vehicle n

δ the acceleration index

b the reasonable deceleration

T reaction delay time

∆vn(t) speed between the current and following vehicles (vn+1(t)− vn(t))

v0 the ideal speed

r coefficient that determines the different of velocity

V(n,t) speed of vehicle n at time t

V ∗(n) aimed speed of vehicle n

∆xn(t) distance between current and following vehicles (xn+1(t)− xn(t))

sa the expected headway

s0 the still safe distance between vehicles

Xi Y = h(X1, ..., Xn) - abstract model parameters

DKLXc
i

(g(y|x̄ci )||f(y)) K − L distance as the total sensitivity index of Xi

g(y|x̄ci ) yielded PDF of Y on the complementary set of Xi

an(t) = an(0)
[
1− (vn(t)/vo)

δ − ((S∗n(vn(t),−∆vn(t)))/sa)2
]

(1)

where

S∗n(Vn(t),−∆vn(t)) = s0 + vn(t)T ′ − vn(t)∆vn(t)

2
√
an(0)b

(2)

A full velocity difference model was designed to accommodate realistic be-

havior of acceleration and deceleration of vehicles [89]. The model, as described930

in Formula 3, is based on a general force model and defines the flow starting

velocity that reacts faster to the velocity wave.

an(t) = a
[
V (∆xn(t))− vn(t)

]
+ r∆vn(t) (3)

The design of feasible, realistic car-following models must follow several basic

assumptions [90]:

1. Drivers act only upon the status or condition of the vehicles ahead; they935

do not consider any of the vehicles following them.
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2. A vehicle moves trailing the vehicles in front of it and in the same lane; it

does not overtake the vehicles ahead.

3. Road conditions are optimal; vehicles show same moving performance;

drivers always behave commonly and with the same predictable driving940

conducts.

Such assumptions regulate the existing models and have be used to produce

a relative entropy-based probabilistic sensitivity analysis [90]. This analysis

is intended to better estimate the values of relevant microscopic traffic model

parameters. Formula 4 summarily describes the analysis, which employs K-L945

distance.

DKLXc
i
(g(y|x̄ci )||f(y)) =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(y|x̄ci ) · ln

g(y|x̄ci )
f(y)

dy (4)

Car-following models are employed to represent the dynamics of vehicular

traffic flows. With much less restrictive assumptions, these models allow a

substantial number of parameters to be considered. The parameters, to some

degree, can simulate real finite aspects, such as weather situation, the reac-950

tion time of drivers, road conditions, and vehicles’ technical specifications. All

these details result in a significant degree of accuracy at the cost of complexity.

The speed of vehicles consists of an essential element in these models, being a

determining factor in the four modes of vehicle movement [91]:

• Free-driving mode is most suitable for free-flows of vehicles. Vehicles are955

sparsely distributed in road segments and do not encounter obstacles in

their paths. Consequently, vehicles move at any velocity, respecting the

speed limit of the road.

• Approaching mode represents the situation in which a vehicle moves faster

than the vehicle that is ahead, obeying a defined safe distance between960

them.

• Following pattern consists of a vehicle accelerating or decelerating accord-

ing to the vehicle ahead to keep a specified distance between them.
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• Braking mode is employed for a vehicle to enlarge the distance from the

vehicle ahead in case the gap falls below a defined safety condition.965

The listed movement patterns are variations of a more simplistic car-following

model, which concerns the current speed of a vehicle and its acceleration to

achieve a desired average speed. As a result, it is worth noticing that this model

might be interpreted as an extension of the Gipps model [92], as described in

Formula 5.970

Va(n, t+ T ) = V (n, t) + 2.5a(n)T · (1− V (n, t)

V ∗(n)
)

√
0.025 +

V (n, t)

V ∗(n)
(5)

Car-following models, as well as microscopic models, are usually more re-

alistic with traffic behavior. However, they are highly computation-intensive,

especially in scenarios where urban areas may contain a large number of vehi-

cles. Moreover, the analytical car-following framework imposed high complexity

for obtaining closed-form results.975

6.2. Traffic Stream Models

Unlike car-following models, traffic stream models do not focus on the behav-

ior of an individual vehicle. These models instead represent vehicles collectively,

as in vehicular streams. As a consequence, the stream models are classified as

macroscopic models because they interpret a vehicular traffic flow as a hydrody-980

namic stream. Traffic flow rate, vehicular density, and speed of vehicles consist

of the main macroscopic parameters for representing the vehicular traffic flow.

This simplified approach shows that these models contain a smaller number of

variables, which makes traffic streams less complex, facilitating their implemen-

tation. This lower complexity causes stream models to be more popular than985

microscopic models for the design of data communication strategies in Vehic-

ular Ad Hoc Networks. Nevertheless, the macroscopic traffic models used in

open research works contain assumptions that are not consistent, concerning

case-specific aspects. Table 8 lists the main notation elements employed in the

traffic stream models described in this section.990
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Table 8: Notation of the traffic flow models

Variable Description

f ′(ψ) tangent to the curve f(·) at ψ

ψ1 and ψn the curves where arc-length is calculated

f(ψ) principal curve where it does not intersect itself, has finite length in a bounded

subset, and is self-consistent

γ mean of the Gaussian random variable

µ mean vehicle flow rate (vehicles/minute)

σ standard deviation of the Gaussian random variable

φ rate of the exponential random variable

m shift of the exponential random variable

wG weight of the normal distribution

wE weight of the exponential distribution

Pn probability of number of vehicles within [SD]

Pn Pn(t) for t→∞
R̄ average residence time

R̃ approximate average resident time

E(T ) expected residence time in [SD]

n number of vehicles within road segment [AB] in a given instant

N number of vehicles in [SD]

Ñ approximate average number of vehicles in [AB]

fCoxR (r) Coxian approximation of fR(r)

m1 1 + (µ1/2c2v(µ1− µ2))

µ1 2µR

µ2 (µ1/c2v)

µv mean maximum vehicle flow rate in [AB]

t time

LSD length of the road segment

M normalization factor

σV standard deviation of average speed

τ time range

W waiting time in the queue

λ Poissonian arrival rate

σ2
τ standard deviation of vehicular leaving time

ρ traffic density

w waiting time in the queue

δ(w) PDF of the leaving time

Analytical experiments have been conducted over highways in real, large

urban environments: Madrid, Spain [93]; and Beijing, China [94]. These studies
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enabled the collection of a significant amount of data through sensors placed

along highways. These works have applied well-known data processing tools,

like principal component analysis (PCA) and expectation-maximization based995

algorithm. These tools allowed them to draw the general distribution of the

traffic for a period. Nonetheless, the work is limited by the applicability of the

models since they are tightly attached to the scenarios where the studies have

been conducted, conditioning the variability of the data.

In work described in [94], a model was proposed using principal curves (PC)1000

as a paradigm extension from PCA to accommodate the variations in the input

data curves. An algorithm is used to adjust the curves following an initialization

that leads to an iterative execution that defines projections, expectations (recal-

culations), and a stop condition. The model is mainly driven by the arc-length

of the curve towards the traffic stream data, as represented in Formula 6, while1005

the model applies the PC smoothing on the curve when f(ψ) is consistent, as

described in Formula 7.

l =

∫ ψn

ψ1

||f ′(z)|| =
n∑

i=1

||f(ψi+1)− f(ψi)|| (6)

f(ψ) = E(X|ψf (X) = ψ),∀ψ ∈ R1 (7)

The work described in [93] explored the inter-arrival times of vehicles in

a road segment to define the general distribution of traffic and define a free-

flow model. The work considered the dependence between following vehicles1010

through the use of correlation analysis to identify their movement speed. The

work also observed the burst of vehicles, where the short distance between them

and their almost-constant relative speed directly delimited it. Thus, a model

was described in this work to represent the time between traveling vehicles that

followed a Gaussian-exponential model to identify the inter-arrival times, as1015

outlined in the definition of the random variable in Formula 8.

fA(t) = wG
1√

2πσ2
e−

(t−γ)2

2σ2 + wEφe
−φ(t−m) (8)

The traffic model in [95] considered vehicles moving in one direction on a
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straight road segment. Two random variables, V and T , are used to characterize

the movement of a vehicle. V consists of the speed level of a vehicle. The

speed level contains two probable values: high speed (VH) and low speed (VL).1020

Parameter T conditions the switch of the speed level into these two values;

these parameters comprehended an exponentially distributed random variable

with parameter φ. The model introduced in this work assumes that a vehicle

shows a possibility of maintaining a speed level VH (VL) for a certain amount

of time T before switching to VL (VH).1025

Another macroscopic free-flow traffic model is described in [96], which de-

fined the following assumptions:

• Density of vehicles on a road segment might be low or medium.

• An independent and identically distributed Poisson process represents the

arrival of incoming vehicles.1030

• Traffic lights, stop signs, and other obstacles do not disrupt the movement

of vehicles on a road segment.

• Speed shows variation that is normally distributed in the interval [VminVmax],

maintaining the same velocity along the road segment.

These assumptions are essential in defining their proposed model, which1035

provides useful estimations on the residence time of a vehicle and the number

of vehicles in a road segment. Formula 9 describes the density of vehicles while

Formulas 10 and 11 define the approximate average residence time and the

number of vehicles, respectively.

Pn =
(µvR̄)ne−µvR̄

n!
(9)

R̃ =

∫ ∞

0

r · fCoxR (r)dr =
m1

µ1
+

1−m1

µ2
(10)

Ñ =
∞∑

n=0

n · P̃n = µvR̃ (11)
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The work described in [57, 97, 98] proposed a split of the stream model1040

into two well-defined scenarios so that each part of the model can provide a

more realistic representation of the behavior of the traffic. Free-flow traffic

and queueing-up traffic models comprehend the two typical traffic situations

modeled in this approach. Even though both of them attempt to represent

the movement of vehicles in a stream abstraction, they make use of stochastic1045

modeling to define the number of vehicles and their residence time in a road

segment for a more precise estimation of available resources in a Vehicular Cloud.

In the Free-flow model, the vehicle arrival is modeled as a Poisson process.

This model considers that there is a free-flow of vehicles: there are no obstacles

or conditional stops while the nodes are traversing the road segment, and the1050

vehicles can move at any speed within the allowed range. Consequently, the

stream of vehicles presents a low to medium density, as well as residence time

in the road segment. Through this model, Formula 12 describes the average

or estimated number of vehicles inside a road segment [SD] while Formula 13

provides the probability mass function of the number vehicles inside the same1055

road segment.

E(N) = µE(T ) = µ

∞∫

0

tfT (t) dt = µ

∞∫

0

M · LSD
tσV
√

2π
e
−
(
LSD
t
−V̄

σV
√

2

)2

dt (12)

Pn =
[µE(T ))]ne−µE(T )

n!
(13)

The queueing-up model attempts to introduce a more realistic view of the

traffic scenario of large urban areas, where road segments become congested

with the increase in the number of vehicles traversing roads, reaching their

maximum capacity. In this model, obstacles are the cause of a bottleneck that1060

narrows the stream out of the road segment, conditioning a vehicle departure

rate smaller than the arrival rate on the road. Formula 14 gives the estimated

number of vehicles in the queue while Formula 15 represents the probability

density function of the waiting time in the queue, where w = 0 means that a
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vehicle has zero waiting time.1065

E(N) = λE(W + τ) = ρ+
λ2σ2

τ + ρ2

2(1− ρ)
(14)

fW (w) = (1− ρ)δ(w) + ρ(µ− λ)e−(µ−λ)w w > 0 (15)

Similar work has been developed to model the free-flow movement of vehicles

in a highway [99] to support Vehicular Networks. The study considers a multi-

lane scenario where there is a tracking of the mobility of vehicles. A joint

Poisson distribution and a conditional probability of vehicle residence in a lane

are employed to represent the flow. Thus, the model considers vehicles departing1070

from and arriving in lanes along the highway. Under the same lane mobility

scenario, other works [59, 99] have explored the occurrence of lane changes

taking as base the free-flow traffic model in [98], adding the concept of speed

varying interval-split modeling.

6.3. Stochastic Traffic Models1075

Stochastic traffic models are usually employed on works to represent the over-

all aspects of mobility through a simpler form, which condition them to adopt

restrictive assumptions and make them deviate from reality. Random Direction

Mobility and Random Walk models consist of the most popular stochastic mo-

bility models [100, 101]; the major standard feature in both involves the ability1080

of mobile nodes to move freely in any arbitrary direction, according to the road

topology of a region. The models described in this section adopt different repre-

sentations for the random mobility of nodes in traffic, and Table 9 summarizes

their notation. This category of models also contains other features, which are

briefly listed as follows:1085

• The organization of the roads follows a grid topology, and the vehicles

follow a random movement inside the scenario;

• Destinations are determined randomly by vehicles, which move toward

them in constant velocity [102, 101]. Consequently, the grid topology

constricts the movement directions to vertical and horizontal;1090
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Table 9: Notation of the stochastic traffic models

Variable Description

Crowda(u) acceleration of a crowd of vehicles

u,w starting positions

u′, w′ starting vectors of mobile nodes for the interval [0,∆]

∆ time variation

c constant

f1(s) stationary density of S

v0 and v1 node speeds

Ppause probability of pausing

sn new speed mobile node

α tuning parameter

s̄ average speed

sxn−1
random variable from a Gaussian distribution

dn new direction mobile node

d̄ average direction

dxn−1
random variable from a Gaussian distribution

b(t) next position at time t

τ random Gaussian variable with variance σ

Pi+1 new position

Pi old position

a acceleration

v random vector

• There are no interactions among vehicles; the vehicular density, speed,

and flow rate, which consist of the inter-correlated parameters commonly

present in macroscopic models and traffic stream models, are not consid-

ered.

In the work described in [100], two mobility models were defined to consider1095

different situations. One model, velocity bounded model, is used to represent

the mobility of pedestrians in a vehicular scenario while another model, acceler-

ation bounded model, is used to model the behavior of vehicles’ movement, as

described in Formula 16, limiting the acceleration to a maximum value. Through

the analysis, the model attempts to define persistent routes, which holds when1100

edges uphold for a given ∆ time span. As a result of the analysis, the work de-
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rives from an equation that determines the transmission range of links for a time

interval in the context of Vehicular Networks, as shown in Formula 17. More-

over, a mobility spanner is also defined as a graph to represent the paths that

exist between nodes u,w ∈ S for some constant c, as described in Formula 18,1105

showing the possible connection among nodes in a given moment.

Crowda(u) = {w ∈ S \{u} : |u− w|2 ≤
1

2
amax∆2 and |u′ − w′|2 ≤

1

2
amax∆}

(16)

|(u, u′), (w,w′)|a = max{|u− w|2, |u− w + (u′ − w′)∆|2 + amax∆2} (17)

k∑

i=1

|pi − 1, pi| ≤ c · |u,w|α (18)

A model based on a stationary distribution was added to the random way-

point mobility model [103]. In this work, the authors explored the possible

variations according to the stationary distributions for both speed and location.

They defined a pausing parameter to study the stationary situations, so the1110

movement of nodes, or vehicles, is represented based on the amount of pause

they presented in a given movement, having a stop time equal to zero. This

model adopts a 2D perspective of the environment, in which x and y coordinates

of a given mobile node characterizes the movement of nodes. By computing the

moving and paused states, the random waypoint mobility model is derived,1115

providing a uniform distribution between v0 and v1 node speeds. Formula 19

specifies the node density at a given time.

f1(s) = f1(s|Paused)Ppause + f1(s|Notpaused)(1− Ppause)

=





0 s < 0

Ppause s < 0

0 0 < s < v0

1−Ppause
slog(va/v0) v0 ≤ s ≥ v1

0 s > v1

(19)
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A study [104] conducted a series of analyses to evaluate a set of mobility

models towards their particular characteristics. The work classified the models

into entity and group mobility categories and then realized a performance anal-1120

ysis to demonstrate which characteristics of a model make it better suited to a

determined situation, in the context of ad-hoc networks. As described in For-

mulas 20 and 21, GaussMarkov mobility model served as the principal element

for the simulation of personal communication systems and Ad Hoc Networks,

and it is mainly intended for adjusting to different levels of randomness through1125

modifications on its parameters. In the context of group mobility models, Expo-

nential Correlated random mobility model creates the movement of nodes and

vehicles, defining the next position of a given group of nodes but being limited

to the motion patterns of the nodes, as represented in Formula 22. The Pursue

mobility model improves on the limitation of movement patterns by defining a1130

target to which the nodes track and follow. This model further enhances the

previous group model by adding an update for the new position of a mobile

node, as shown in Formula 23, in addition to Formula 22.

sn = αsn−1 + (1− α)s̄+
√

(1− α2)sxn−1
(20)

dn = αdn−1 + (1− α)d̄+
√

(1− α2)dxn−1
(21)

b(t+ 1) = b(t)e−
1
τ +

(
σ

√
1−

(
e−

1
τ

)2
)
r (22)

Pi+1 = Pi + a(t− Pi) + v (23)

6.4. Summary

Table 10 presents a succinct summary of the described traffic models. The1135

car-following model offers a high level of detail and introduces aspects of adapt-

ability in the model. This model is suitable for large-scale simulated environ-

ments where each entity, node, or vehicle, acts independently. There is a direct

relation between these models and microscopic agent-based simulations, where

each agent can produce the behavior of a vehicle following a predefined behavior1140
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Table 10: Strengths and Weaknesses of Existing Traffic Models.

Traffic Model Strengths Weaknesses

Car-Following Model

[86, 90]

•Large number of realistic params

•Interaction among vehicles

•Relatively high degree of accuracy

•Computationally expensive

•High complexity

•Impractical analytical results

Traffic Stream Model

[95, 96]

•Collective vehicle flows

•Analytical results easily obtainable

•High-level traffic behavior

•Unrealistic assumptions

Stochastic Traffic

Model

[100, 101]

•Based on stochastic theory

•Simplistic

•Restrictive assumptions

•Non-realistic

•Overlook on the fundamental

features

and instantiated parameters.

Nevertheless, the other model types focus on representing optimal mobil-

ity scenarios. They attempt to ease the task to identify min-max situations

for determining or estimating parameters that can condition the scheduling of

tasks and allocation of resources for a Vehicular Cloud, such as capacities, load,1145

availability, residence, and density, in a given moment. For instance, prediction

of traffic load oscillations is essential for estimating the amount of time vehicles

are available to access a service or build a Cloud, using the same vehicles to

compute a solution for a possible traffic jam due to current load conditions.

7. Discussion and Research Directions1150

The three-layered architecture of Vehicular Cloud Computing allows a prag-

matic resolution for the supporting subsystems, physical resources, connectivity,

and Cloud management. Since vehicles can serve as in-loco Cloud resources,

they can support services and applications as Cloudlets, which then implement

a three-tier structure in the context of offloading tasks in an MCC approach1155

where there are mobile devices, Cloudlets, and the Cloud. However, the status
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of vehicles, which can be parked or moving, conditions Cloudlets as either static

or dynamic. In addition, VCC may closely resemble a MAC when it is dynam-

ically formed through the ad-hoc connections of the vehicles on a road segment

for enabling more computation power to conduct tasks. However, the charac-1160

teristics of the environment and the vehicles condition the resource provision

model and offloading strategies, which allows more opportunities for harvesting

resources at the cost of dealing with higher mobility of computing nodes.

The VCC services described in this study extend from the traditional Cloud

services, exploring the needs of applications existing in the context of intelligent1165

transportation systems. Computation as a Service enables vehicles struggling to

run complex applications to extend their computation capabilities by offloading

their load to nearby vehicles. In addition to vehicles, mobile devices and the

Cloud can take advantage of harvesting resources. Network as a Service works

to extend the communication capabilities of vehicles by bridging the communi-1170

cation to the Internet through the virtualization of the network and access to the

interface that enables connectivity. The management of virtualized communica-

tion resources in VCC can hypothetically simplify the connectivity of vehicles,

implementing pay-as-you-go service provisioning models. Building large-scale

data centers from available onboard vehicle storage enables Storage as a Ser-1175

vice. The use of VCC storage shares the same benefits as Cloudlets in the MCC

paradigm, which permits a reduction of communication delays and bandwidth

consumption for the transfer of data over the Internet. Cooperation as a Ser-

vice enables vehicles to collaborate among themselves for supporting complex

applications or implementing inherently distributed tasks, such as coordinated1180

data collection over the urban environment for tracking traffic load.

From the potential VCC services, several applications have been devised

and implemented, covering diversified purposes, such as building data centers,

enabling traffic management, supporting an Internet of Vehicles, conducting

urban surveillance, allowing more efficient infotainment, and promoting health1185

care services. From the description of these existing applications, most of them

depend on static or semi-static scenarios, where the vehicles are still in park-
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ing lots. This static situation has been extensively explored in works devising

VCC-supported data centers, where the frequency with which vehicles join or

leave the VCC is relatively low. Other applications make use of dynamic VCC1190

scenarios, but they use cooperation between vehicles to collect and exchange in-

formation, such as in urban surveillance. There is not yet any design that takes

advantage of the VCC computational resources through scheduling strategies on

workflows for offloading tasks in the VCC vehicles. Static scenarios would allow

the offloading strategies to resemble the ones in MCC. The dynamic scenarios,1195

on the other hand, would incur sophisticated scheduling strategies that account

for the mobility of vehicles, as well as the availability of resources.

Some fundamental aspects are just assumed when designing VCC applica-

tions: participation of vehicles and security. The voluntary collaboration of

vehicles and drivers enables the construction of VCC. Consequently, the effi-1200

ciency of applications must account for different degrees of participation and

availability of vehicles. Also, the development of business models directly pro-

motes collaboration and increases the number of participating vehicles, making

use of incentives and bidding systems. Security becomes a major concern when

data is temporarily exchanged to remote resources, requiring security policies1205

and trust models to guarantee that the integrity of data and privacy of users

are kept and avoid the malicious tampering of VCC resources.

Mobility models then appear as crucial for the management of VCC. The

models can support prediction and enhance efficient utilization of resources.

Microscopic and macroscopic models have been extensively employed in traffic1210

management systems to determine and predict traffic load, so adapted and ex-

tended versions of these models can allow the availability of vehicular resources

in road segments to be determined. The availability consists basically of resi-

dence time of vehicles in the road and the number vehicles on the same road.

These metrics are critical for enabling more precise scheduling of tasks on VCC.1215

From the three classes of traffic flow models, the free-flow model type presents

the best cost-benefit in bringing up quick estimations. Due to the high mobil-

ity, these models will be incorporated more deeply throughout VCC with the
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purpose of estimating overall movement tendency of vehicles or the individual

behavior of a single vehicle for tracking resources.1220

8. Conclusion

Vehicular Cloud has become a significant area of research due to the pow-

erful onboard computing and sensing resources of the modern vehicles. These

underutilized resources can be collected from all vehicles in the vicinity to build

a Vehicular Cloud autonomously. The VCC is considered complementary to1225

general Cloud computing and has more traffic-related services and applications

such as public surveillance, traffic management, and environmental monitoring.

In this work, we primarily presented the technical revolution of Vehicular

Cloud computing based on an extensive review of the literature. Several works

have been developed in the past, assisting the advancements from Vehicular1230

Networks to Vehicular Clouds. This work also classified, listed, and discussed

a series of services and applications which have been, or shared the features to

be, implement in Vehicular Clouds. In the end, we provided a broad description

and classification of the existing traffic models, which are essential for the VC

implementation in the dynamic environment.1235

At this stage, however, some areas related to VCC remain unexplored for

researchers such as the high mobility, unstable communication links, task mi-

gration and the security issues in the implementation of VCC. From the existing

research results, we could tell that VCC is still in its initial stage towards tech-

nological maturity. However, we believe that VCC is expected to be a feasible1240

solution for the highly intelligent traffic system.
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